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CHAIR’S REPORT

Image  — Jeweller Michaela Pegum, Victorian Craft Awards, Pathway 2017

2017 was a momentous year for Craft Victoria, which saw us 
move to our new purpose-built gallery and retail space in 

Watson Place. The Board expresses its gratitude to 
management and staff who saw this through successfully. 

Architect, Karen Abernethy, executed our brief to perfection 
and has crafted a truly outstanding space that will serve Craft 

Victoria well for many years to come. We are grateful for the 
support of our building owner and for their generous support 

in making our move to Watson Place possible. 

While Craft Victoria experienced some significant 
management and staff changes during the year, the Board is 

confident the organisation is on track, fulfilling its mission to 
represent and promote craft, makers and members in Victoria. 

Late last year, the Board recalled experienced CEO, Jane 
Smith. Jane has now been appointed as acting CEO for 12 

months, to provide stability and sound management. The 
Board will commence the search for a new General Manager 

later in 2018. 

We are strengthening our team at Craft Victoria. The Board 
wanted to develop a core of full time positions to reflect the 

skills required, build a stronger organisation and provide 
support to our members and makers. Some key positions 

were filled in late December – the Curator and Marketing and 
Partnerships Manager. 
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My sincere thanks to my fellow Board 
members and the dedicated team at 
Craft Victoria who have delivered the 

successes of 2017 while managing the 
move to Watson Place. 

I am confident that 2018 will be another 
great year for Craft Victoria as we start 

planning for our 50th anniversary in 
2020. 

April 2018 
— Rob Camm   

Craft Chair

Image — Bryan Cush, Exhibited Work Victorian Craft Awards, Pinch Noir. 
Ebonised Victorian ash, brass, concrete

Lousje was also instrumental in 
establishing the Foundation at Craft 

which will continue to support our future 
sustainability.  

Board member Fran Wheelahan has 
recently resigned from the Board and 

Georgina O’Farrell has joined the 
Board. Fran played a key role in our 

move to Watson Place and I thank the 
generous pro-bono legal support 

provided by Corrs Chambers 
Westgarth as part of our move. 

Georgina brings extensive experience 
in the law, arts and membership 

organisations. 

Expressions of Interest have been 
called for two makers to join the Board 
to expand the breadth of skills to lead 

Craft Victoria’s future growth and 
successes and provide a critical maker 

perspective. We look forward to 
welcoming these new directors to the 

Board. 

Craft continued its Focus on Craft series 
showcasing the work of established 
artists. Future Artefacts is the 
culmination of a seven year a 
collaboration between conceptual 
designers Alexi Freeman and Tessa 
Blazey, and unveiled new collaborations 
with photographer Jane Burton, sculptor 
Kate Rohde and composer Byron 
Meyer. This exhibition was co-curated 
by Karen Woodbury and Craft Victoria 
and is being exhibited in Sydney at the 
Australian Design Centre in 2018. 

Craft ran over 40 successful public 
program events in 2017 including 
seminars, workshops, markets, 
professional development sessions, 
fundraiser dinner and auction and 
demonstrations both on and off site. 
In addition, our annual Craft Cubed 
Festival ran for a month during which 
time we were simultaneously re-locating. 

I would like to thank outgoing Chair 
Lousje Skala for her resolute 
commitment to Craft and for being the 
driving force leading our fundraising 
efforts. 

Craft Victoria is pleased to report that 
its end-of-year results have been 
positive. Despite the disruption of the 
move, the retail figures for December 
were strong and showed an increase in 
the average per customer spend from 
$65 in December 2016 to $79 in 2017. 

Craft established a Foundation in 2017. 
The Foundation members were 
instrumental in the success of this 
year’s fundraising, grossing over 
$125,000, assisting with the move to 
our new premises. 

Craft delivered a strong program of 
exhibitions and public programs for 
both the professional development of 
the makers and to promote the hand 
made to a broad cross section of 
people. 

The second Craft Awards was held 
from June 3 to July 8, 2017, just before 
Craft moved out of 31 Flinders Lane. 
Craft exhibited 99 artists across three 
venues (Craft, Collins Place and the 
Sofitel Lobby). Over 9,500 visitors 
came to see the work. 
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2017 was a significant year in Craft’s history. Under a 
full program of events, exhibitions, and our annual 
Craft Cubed Festival, we successfully moved the 

organisation to its new home in Watson Place — a 
testament to the passion and hard work of all who 

support Craft. 

In July, our team began the difficult process 
preparing for the organisation’s relocation after 15 

years at 31 Flinders Lane. Moving into Collins Place 
at the end of July as part of a two-phase process, 
Craft ran its head office, festival, store and gallery 
from the centre across the months of August and 

September while waiting for the build to be 
completed. In Collins Place, we celebrated the 

opening of Linda Hughes’ exhibition Striped 
Inference, showcased as part of Radiant Pavillion in 

Collins Place Gallery and Bianca Mavrick’s Memory + 
Assembly in our Pop Up Retail store. 

Craft’s new home was officially opened by the 
Honourable Linda Dessau AC Governor and the 

Honourable Martin Foley on the 27th of November at 
the launch of our end of year exhibition Regale. 

Featuring over 40 artists and makers, co-curated by 
Craft Victoria and Linda Wachtel, Regale examined 

contemporary tableware and dressing and presented 
an array of approaches to tableware; exploring its 

history, materiality and function. 

An ambitious year, Craft worked with over 653 
individual artists, across our programming and social 

media and managed over 200 events, exhibitions, 
seminars and workshops throughout the year. 

Despite the challenges of multiple relocations, 
the organisation achieved a strong financial 

result, finishing the year with a turnover of 
$1,444,550, an increase of 4.7% from 2016’s 

result of $1,380,211. 

Craft launched 17 exhibitions, ran 30 public 
programs and events, hosted the organisation’s 

largest ever Fundraising Dinner, and engaged 
with an audience of over 900,000 people across 
our stores, exhibitions and public programming. 

Our annual Craft Cubed Festival included over 
100 exhibitions, talks, workshops, bringing 

together the creative talent of craft and design 
communities across the state. 

Craft’s curatorial program began the year with 
the immersive wunderkammer of Kate Rohde’s 

Luminous Realms, the first iteration of our Focus 
on Craft exhibition series which showcases and 

supports new bodies of work from established 
craftspeople. Graduate showcase Fresh! and 

our Emerging Makers and Curators showcases 
highlighted the strong work of emerging talent 
within the sector, while Dana Harris’ Memento 

showed retrospective and new works exploring 
the mapping of both physical and temporal 
spaces. This year’s Victorian Craft Awards’ 

showcased the work of 100 craftspeople across 
Craft’s exhibition spaces, Sofitel Melbourne On 

Collins and Collins Place Gallery.
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Presented in Craft’s new main gallery, Future 
Artefacts represented the second iteration of 
our Focus on Craft series. The culmination of a 
seven-year collaboration between conceptual 
designers Alexi Freeman and Tessa Blazey, 
and an unveiling of new collaborations with 
photographer Jane Burton, sculptor Kate 
Rohde, and composer Byron Meyer. 

Gallery Two, Craft’s reimagined window 
exhibition space presented Oh My Goddess, 
the first solo exhibition from Columbian born, 
Melbourne based artist and maker, Isabel 
Avendano Hazbun. 

Craft’s regional touring program (assisted with 
funding from Creative Victoria) of exhibitions, 
workshops, artist talks, and seminars saw us 
collaborating with local galleries and councils 
across the state, creating ongoing relationships 
and bringing our programming to a wider 
audience. Our Mayoral Chain Touring 
Exhibition presented eight contemporary 
craftspeople and drew inspiration from the 
craftsmanship and legacy integral to the 
Mayoral Chain. Showcased at Horsham 
Regional Art Gallery and Buda Historic Home & 
Garden in Castlemaine, Mayoral Chain is set to 
tour to both Macedon Shire Ranges Council 
Gallery and Wangaratta Art Gallery in 2018. 

Planning for 2018’s Craft Forward regional 
touring program began with Craft 
commissioning four leading Victorian 
craftspeople to develop new bodies of work in 
partnership with a regional gallery.  

I finished in mid-February and returned to 
Craft at the invitation of the Board in early 

December to continue my work building the 
resilience of the organisation into 2018. Key 
positions have been redesigned as full-time 

roles, delivering stronger communication and 
adaptability to our team and new space. The 

organisation has also begun the process of 
introducing improved customer relationship 

management and reporting by upgrading its 
software and systems. 

Having these new platforms will deliver 
further efficiencies to our team’s workloads, 

greater responsiveness to our audience, and 
critically enhance our ability to map the 

sector. 

Thanks to Craft’s Board for their commitment 
to improving and growing the craft sector in 

Victoria and making Craft flourish as an 
organisation. A number of staff members left 
this year to explore new opportunities and I 

wish them well – Rebecca Jobson, Olivia 
Poloni, Katherina McArthur, Kiloran Hiscock, 

Kate Meakin, Richard Ferguson, Melissa 
King and Emma Mayall. I appreciate the 

effort made by the Craft staff to deliver the 
results for this year and thank them for the 

enthusiasm and diligence to make this 
happen, particularly Sarah Weston, Gemma 

Jones and Trevor Prabhakaran 

As we approach our 50th anniversary in 
2020, we are mindful of the need to 

represent diversity of people, places, and 
narratives within our programming. Our half a 

century anniversary presents an exciting 
opportunity to celebrate the organisation’s 

past and present, and to look towards its 
future. 

Craft plays a significant and vigorous role in 
Australia’s social, economic, and cultural life. 
Its ideas and innovations support the cultural 
and financial fabric of the state and beyond. 

To put it simply, making matters. 

We look forward to sharing it with you. 

May 2018 
Acting CEO  

— Jane Smith 

Three major exhibitions with craftspeople 
Vipoo Srivalasa, Lisa Waup (Gunditjmara/
Torres Strait Island) and Sarah CrowEST have 
been planned for 2018, and a solo exhibition 
is planned for 2019 with artist Maree Clarke 
(Mutti Mutti/Yorta Yorta and Boon Wurrung/
Wemba Wemba). 

Collaborations continue with Aboriginal 
makers through our commissions program. 
Gundijmara and Torres Strait Islander artist 
worked with Craft and fashion designer Ingrid 
Verner to create a bold, distinctive range of 
garments. These garments were showcased 
at the 2017 Virgin Australia Melbourne 
Fashion Festival, Melbourne Design Week 
and Global Indigenous Runway.  

Craft developed these clothes with seed 
funding by Creative Victoria. These are selling 
strongly both at Craft and to an international 
audience. Craft also featured collaborations 
with Baluk Arts through a ceramic vessel 
series and and ‘Dingo Spirit’ created by Peter 
Waples–Crowe in store and as part of Nite art 
2017. 

An Emerging Makers and Curators program 
provided an important professional 
development opportunity for new makers and 
curators. 



AIMS: Focusing on the leading edge of craft — supporting 
excellence, diversity, and innovation in art forms and cultural 

practices. 

• Exhibitions  

CURATORIAL PROGRAM 
VICTORIAN CRAFT AWARDS 

• Professional Development  
 CRAFT SEMINARS 

CRAFT CUBED FESTIVAL 
CRAFT AND DESIGN AS A CAREER 
CRAFT HATCH MARKET PROGRAM 

• Collaboration and Innovation 
LISA WAUP, VERNER, AND CRAFT 

BALUK ARTS   

1Leading Craft

THEMES 
GOALS
COMMITTMENTS

2017 LEADING CRAFT



CURATORIAL 
PROGRAM

In 2017, Craft’s curatorial program presented a diverse showcase of 
emerging and established craftspeople. Exhibitions examined a wealth of 

material, from the means and methodology of contemporary practice, to 
reflections on historical craft and issues surrounding community, identity, 

gender and place. 

Over 250 artists were featured throughout the year, across our 
program of 17 exhibitions in galleries one and two. 

Our annual Fresh! exhibition program and newly established Emerging 
Maker and Curator showcases, provided valuable experiences and 
mentoring opportunities to artists and curators at the outset of their 

professional careers. 
  

A program highlight was the second iteration of the biennial Victorian Craft 
Awards. Established in 2015 and honouring the legacy of Former Arts 

Minister Lynne Kosky, this year’s Awards presented over 100 finalists from 
Victoria across three different venues. One of the largest exhibitions of craft 

and design in Australia, the Awards present a significant snapshot of 
contemporary practice to a wider audience of practitioners and the public. 

In 2017, our Focus on Craft series saw two major exhibitions by leading 
Australian craftspeople and artists presented throughout the year. Marking 

the first iteration of this dedicated program in 2016, which recognises the 
careers of outstanding exhibiting artists whose works are embedded in 

craft materiality and technique — Kate Rohde’s, Luminous Realms opened 
in December and continued into February 2017.  

Image — Opening of the Victorian 
Craft Awards with Wadi Wadi, 
Yorta Yorta and Ngarrindjeri 
weaver Glenda Nicholls exhibited 
work, The Warrior Milloo Cloak. 



Presenting an immersive, hyper-coloured 
Wunderkammer and extending Rohde’s 
imagining of Baroque and Rococo 
ornamentation, Luminous Realms subverted 
notions of value and preciousness while 
drawing parallels between traditional art and 
craft technologies through her use of 
contemporary materials.  

Extensively covered in the media and featured 
in an episode of the Home Series on Channel 
7, Luminous Realms concluded with a major 
new work by Rohde being acquired by the 
Powerhouse Museum and samples of Rohde’s 
wallpaper being sent to the Musée des Arts 
Décoratifs. 

Following on from this success, Future 
Artefacts, presented the culmination of a 
seven-year collaboration between conceptual 
designers Alexi Freeman and Tessa Blazey, 
and an unveiling of new collaborations with 
photographer Jane Burton, sculptor Kate 
Rohde, and composer Byron Meyer. This 
exhibition opened in October and was the first 
exhibition in Craft’s new home on Watson 
Place. 

Co-curated by Karen Woodbury and Craft, 
Future Artefacts brought together three distinct 
creative voices, each well known in their 
respective fields for their unique and particular 
vision. The work explored a fascination with 
archaeology, evoking the imagined body 
through the design and production of wearable 
artefacts and is set to tour to New South Wales 
in 2018.  

Collaboration and industry were further explored 
in Craft’s Window and Gallery Two exhibition 
program. Presenting solo and group exhibitions 
by established and emerging artists and 
collaborative exhibitions with artists and 
Australian buisnesses, its program highlights 
included Craft’s Waup X Verner project, 
Aboriginal Arts Centre Baluk Arts, Starward 
Whisky and Melbourne based floral studio 
Cecilia Fox. 

Craft also continued to develop it’s touring program 
into 2017 and beyond with Mayoral Chain and Craft 
Forward. Inspired by the craftsmanship and legacy 
integral to this iconic jewellery piece, Mayoral 
Chain unpacks traditional ways of making and 
ceremony within contemporary society. Historically, 
the use of precious materials were commonplace in 
the production of ceremonial objects, today 
however, jewellers use a larger array of materials to 
create objects that are embedded with symbols 
and ideas that reflect civic and personal pride.  

Traveling to Buda Historic Home and Garden in 
Castlemaine and Horsham Regional Art Gallery in 
2017, Mayoral Chain will conclude is program after 
touring to Macedon Shire Ranges Council Gallery 
and Wangaratta Art Gallery in 2018. 

Critical to Craft’s touring initiatives, was the launch 
of Craft’s regional public programming — 
presenting a select series of our highly regarded 
workshops and seminars in collaboration with local 
councils and art centres to artists whose studio 
practice is based in regional Victoria. 

Image — Isabel Avendano 
Hazbun, Oh My Goddess 

Exhibition, Gallery 2. 
Goddess Light  

Photography Michael 
Gittings
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10 December 2016 – 27 February 2017 
Gallery One: Luminous Realms, Kate Rohde.
Luminous Realms, a major solo exhibition by 
acclaimed Australian sculptor Kate Rohde saw 
the exhibition space transformed into an 
immersive Wunderkammer of newly created and 
retrospective ornamental vitrines and specially 
developed wallpaper by the artist. Funded by the 
Australia Council of the Arts.  
Gallery Two: Craft Catalogue, Store Showcase

18 February – 11 March 2017 
Gallery One: Fresh! Graduate showcase.
Presented annually since 1993, Fresh! celebrates 
the next wave of Victorian graduates in 
contemporary craft and design, providing an 
important opportunity for many craftspeople at 
the beginning of their professional practice.  
Gallery Two: Members Showcase.
A selection of work from Craft’s Retail space. 

18 March – 15 April 2017 
Gallery One: dana harris: Memento.
Committed to extensive research of specific 
sites, this exhibition by dana harris 
showcased both new work and retrospective 
explorations of environment and space. 

18 - 7 May 2017 
Gallery Two: Lisa Waup x Verner, April.
Showcasing a collaborative fashion 
collection between Craft, Gunditjmara and 
Torres Strait Islander artist Lisa Waup, and 
fashion designer Ingrid Verner, this 
exhibition was part of Global Indigenous 
Runway, Virgin Australia Melbourne Fashion 
Festival and Melbourne Design Week. 

22 April – 27 May 2017 
Gallery One: Emerging maker and curator 
showcase.
Designed to provide a vital stepping stone 
for emerging makers and curators, an open 
application process was undertaken by 
Craft, with two exhibitions and curators 
selected from over 15 applicants. 
Sun Room. 
Curated by Jade Bitar, Sun Room looked at 
the work of emerging ceramicist Tessy King. 
Slice of Life.
Curated by Sophia Cai. Slice of Life 
examined everyday objects and still lifes 
through craft-based practices. Artists: Cat 
Rabbit, Josephine Mead, Julie Burleigh, 
Katie Jacobs, Mechelle Bounpraseuth, Phil 
Ferguson (Chili Philly), Scott Duncan and 
Tricia Page

Image — Kate Rohde, Luminous Realms Exhibition Image — Lisa Waup x Verner. Image Credit: Phebe Schmidt, Model Ty Whiy

22 April – 27 May 2017 
Gallery Two: Botanica. 
Showcasing the work of seven 
contemporary makers and floral studio 
Cecilia Fox, this exhibition played on the 
relationship between function and 
aesthetic. Artists: Alterfact, Sharon Alpren, 
Den Holm, ACV Studio and the 
collaborative project between Andrei 
Davidoff and Yorta Yorta weaver Donna 
Blackall and Wadi Wadi, Yorta Yorta and 
Ngarrindjeri weaver Glenda Nicholls were 
showcased in Craft’s window space with 
rotating floral installations by Cecilia Fox. 

Image — ACV Studio Vase with floral arrangement by Cecilia Fox Image — Slice of Life, curated by Sophia Cai. 



26 August – 16 September  
Collins Place Gallery: Striped Inference. 
In this exhibition, jeweller Linda Hughes 
explored the relationship between the stripe and 
its historical context, presenting new work 
alongside those created as part of her PhD 
series. From the 12th October - 18th of 
November, a selection of works from this 
exhibition was presented in Craft’s new home on 
Watson Place.  

Craft Pop Up at Collins Place: Memory + 
Assembly.
Jeweller and object maker Bianca Mavrick 
returned to her earliest memories of childhood, 
exploring the personal and collective migrant 
experiences of her Greek-Italian family growing 
up in sub-tropical Queensland through her new 
collection of jewellery and objects.

12 October – 18 November  
Gallery One: Future Artefacts, Alexi Freeman and 
Tessa Blazey.
The culmination of a seven-year collaboration 
between Freeman and Blazey, and an unveiling of 
new collaborations with photographer Jane Burton, 
sculptor Kate Rohde, and composer Byron Meyer, 
Future Artefacts exhibited the artists’ artisanal 
jewellery sculptures which utilised a combination of 
production techniques including ancient low-tech 
jewellery processes such as lost wax casting and 
chainmail construction, in combination with 
contemporary industrial manufacturing such as laser 
cutting. 

Gallery Two: Oh My Goddess! 
Presenting the first solo exhibition of maker designer 
Isabel Avendano-Hazbun, Oh My Goddess featured 
an entirely new body of work spanning textiles and 
timber. Drawing on her experiences growing up in 
Colombia, Isabel’s work explored mythical and 
historical representations of women, gender and 
identity.

8 May - June 2  
Gallery Two: Surfacing — Alison Frith. 
2015 Fresh Winner and ceramicist Alison Frith 
returned to Craft with a new body of work, exploring 
her signature volcanic glazes.  

3 June – 8 July  
Gallery One and Two: Victorian Craft Awards. 
Presenting Victoria’s largest biennial exhibition of 
craft artists, the Awards showcased excellence and 
innovation across a diverse range of medium. 

9 July - 24 July 
Gallery Two: Baluk Arts x Craft.
Showcased as part of Nite Art, this exhibition was 
developed from Craft’s collaborative workshop and 
vessel series with Aboriginal Arts Centre, Baluk Arts. 
Artists Amanda Meric, Beverley Meldrum, Debbie 
Clifford, Kirsty Bell, Gillian Garvie, Matthew Pringle-
Delaney, Lisa Waup, Kaiit Waup and Tallara Gray.

27 November – 27 January 
Gallery One and Two: Regale, Crafting the 
Table. 
Co-curated by Craft Victoria and Linda Wachtel, 
Regale examined contemporary tableware and 
dressing through the stage of the celebratory 
table. 

Artists: Christopher Plumridge, Dan Bowran, 
David Ray, Dawn Vachon, Ebony Addinsall, 
Holly Grace, Isabel Avendano-Hazbun, Janet 
Beckhouse, Julia deVille, Katie-Ann Houghton, 
Kris Coad, Linde Ivimey, Lindy McSwan, Mario 
Drew, Nick Wirdnam, Peter Gertler, Peter 
Waples-Crowe, Robin Bold, Ryan Foote, Sai-
Wai Foo, Sarah Smuts-Kennedy, Shimara 
Carlow, Te’Claire, Terunobu Hirata, Tracy 
Muirhead, Valerie Restarick, Vanessa Lucas, 
Vicki Mason, Wayne Guest, Yu Fang Chi, Zhu 
Ohmu

Image — Holly Grace, Four Mile Hut, Victorian Craft Awards Image — Future Artefacts, photograph by Jane BurtonImage — Linda Hughes, Striped Inference Image — Regale, Crafting the Table. Photography by Lauren Bamford and Stephanie Stamatis, 
Craft Catalogue, 2017

2017 Curatorial Program 



Image — Regale, Crafting the Table Exhibition 
Photography by Lauren Bamford and Stephanie Stamatis



THE 2017 VICTORIAN CRAFT 
AWARDS

First established in 2015, the biennial Victorian Craft Awards invite 
emerging and established craftspeople from across the state to 

apply to participate in the largest exhibition of contemporary craft 
practice in Australia. 

From 3 June-8 July over 100 finalists were 
presented across three venues — Craft Victoria on 
31 Flinders Lane, Collins Place Gallery, and Sofitel 

Melbourne On Collins.

Attended by over 10,000 people across its 36 days, the Awards 
marked the final exhibition in Gallery One before Craft’s relocation. 

Craft sincerely thanks the State Government of Victoria who have 
generously supported the Awards through its major prize of $10,000 

honouring Victorian Arts Minister Lynne Kosky's commitment to the 
arts and public service.  

2017 Winners 
Winner of the Lynne Kosky Jewellery Award ($10,000): Kirsten Haydon 

Winner of the Jewellery Encouragement Award ($2,000): Michaela Pegum 
Winner of the Ceramic Award ($5,000): Katherine Wheeler 
Winner of the Excellence Award ($5,000): Claire McArdle 

Winner of the Chair’s Award for Innovation ($1,000): Anna Davern 
Winner of the Chair’s Award for Innovation – Emerging ($500): Sai-Wai Foo  

People’s Choice Award ($700): Anna Davern
Image — 2017 Curator, Olivia Poloni 
at the Victorian Craft Awards, 
photograph Fiona Hamilton 



Image — Left to right: Claire McArdle, Dr Gene Sherman AM, Hon Martin Foley MP, Craft Chair Lousje Skala, 
Michaela Pegum, Anna Davern and Sai-Wai Foo, image by Fiona Hamilton Image — Anna Davern, The Golden Lands of the 

Sunny South
Image — Lindy McSwan, Whisper Quiet by New Moon. 

mild steel (heat coloured)

Image —  Dan Bowran, You liberated the one I 
never rated

Image —  Janetta Kerr Grant , Fiskars, 
Finland, 2017

Following the success of the first Victorian Craft Awards in 2015, we are 
thrilled to once again deliver an exhibition that showcases excellence 
across the craft and design sector. The Victorian Craft Awards offers a 
unique opportunity to experience the diversity and skill of Victorian craft 
practitioners, and we’re proud to share this compelling snapshot of 
contemporary craft with the wider community. 
  
— Lousje Skala, Craft Chair, 2017.

Some of 2017’s finalists

THE 2017 VICTORIAN CRAFT 
AWARDS



Image — Opening of the Victorian 
Craft Awards, Sofitel Melbourne On 

Collins, photograph by Fiona Hamilton 



CRAFT SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS  AND 
EVENTS

Designed to expand members’ professional development and create a forum for 
thinking about the practical and conceptual challenges of contemporary craft in 

our region, our public programs highlight the means and meaning behind making. 
2017’s program continued its focus on providing relevant skills to contemporary 
makers, as well as examining making and new ways of bolstering practice with 

rigour, compassion and diversity.  

Incorporating panel discussions, Question and Answer sessions, Round table 
discussions as well as our first Advice Clinics, 2017’s seminars expanded to 

include regional programming. Designed to take maker professional development 
seminars to regional and outer suburban areas, our Outreach Program saw us 

collaborating with local councils and community centres. These programs were 
presented both individually and alongside Craft’s Exhibition Touring Programs.  

Over 23 seminars and workshops were held in 2017, attended by over 560 
craftspeople.

15 February 
Marketing for Creatives Outreach: City of Casey 
Anthea Abell, Penny Modra, Gemma Jones 

28 February 
Best Practice Seminar: Craft  
Damien Wright, Abbey Seymour and Jenny Brown 

8 April 
Photography for Makers Workshop: Craft 
Craft, Sarah Weston, Natalie Jeffcott and Kristen Halkett  

18 April  
Selling Online for Beginners: Craft  
Liz Jones, Matt Thomson, Anthea Abell 

2 May 
Craft Creations: What is Craft Today?: Glen Waverley Uniting 
Church 

3 May 
Selling Online Seminar: City of Casey  
Oriel Glennen, Matt Thomson, Anthea Abell 

6 May 
Selling Yourself Outreach: Horsham Regional Gallery Gemma 
Jones, Anthea Abell   

6 May 
Artist Talk Outreach: Horsham Regional Gallery  
Anna Davern 

6 May 
Market Ready Outreach: Horsham Regional Gallery  
Gemma Jones, Anthea Abell 

16May  
Copyright your Craft (Law Week) Seminar  
Craft Elise Cakebread, Savanannah Hardingham and 
Christine Danos 

23 July  
BUDA 1: Market Ready Outreach Seminar 
Gemma Jones & Anthea Abell 

23 July 
BUDA 2: Outreach Artist Talk 
 SeminarTessa Blazey & Alexi Freeman

23 July 
BUDA 3: Selling Yourself Outreach  
Gemma Jones & Anthea Abell 

19 August 
Photography for Makers Workshop  
Guild Studio 6 Natalie Jeffcott, Sarah Weston, Jessie Imam 

6 September  
Copyright Essentials Outreach: 
City of Casey Georgia Douglas & Gemma Jones (on behalf of 
Elise Cakebread) 

12 October  
Selling Yourself Outreach Seminar 
Shire of Bawbaw (Warragul / Trafalgar) Anthea Abell and 
Gemma Jones 

12 October  
Best Practice Outreach Seminar 
Gippsland Art Gallery, Sale Anthea Abell, Cian Cottee, Jes 
Johns, Jill Hermans and Gemma Jones

25 October 
Market Ready Outreach  
City of Casey Anthea Abell, Cian Cottee and Gemma Jones 

26 October 
Best Practice Outreach:  
Well Springs for Women Dandenong Gemma Jones 

2 November  
Is the price right?  
A panel discussion about how to price craft work Panel 
Discussion Craft Emma Goodsir, Damien Wright, Chela 
Edmunds, Sarah Weston, Gemma Jones 

16 November  
Writing an Artist Bio Outreach  
Wellsprings Gemma Jones 

7 December  
Craft X Starward Whisky Night 

Image — 2 November: Is the price right? Image — Photography for Makers Workshop  at Craft



1. INTRODUCTION
LEADING CRAFT CASE STUDY: CRAFT 

HATCH MARKET PROGRAM
Craft ran three markets over the course of 2017 as part of our Hatch program, 

attracting an audience of over 1,500.  

Designed to be a retail development stepping stone, 
Hatch continues to provides valuable professional 

mentoring for emerging and mid-career makers. 

Market participants engaged in round table conversations, social media 
forums, peer mentoring and received comprehensive ‘market ready’ 

information. Encompassing drop-in workshops, pop up mini studios, live 
music, and a Craft Victoria stand for audiences to engage directly with the 

organisation.

TOTAL NUMBER OF MARKETS 3 
ARTISTS PARTICIPATING IN PROGRAM 95 
MARKET VISITORS 1500

Image — Leather Crafter Freda 
Cheung, 2017 participant in our 
Craft Hatch Market Program. 

Image — Beck Jobson weaving at the loom, at Craft’s Hatch Market at 1000 Pound Bend 



LEADING CRAFT CASE STUDY: CRAFT 
CUBED FESTIVAL

Celebrating and promoting craft to local, regional, interstate, and international visitors, Craft 
Cubed has a far reaching satellite program of events staged across Melbourne and regional 

Victoria. A supportive umbrella for makers, presenters, and consumers of craft, the Festival is a 
highly anticipated event in our annual calendar. 

Presented amidst Craft’s relocation to Watson Place which provided both opportunities as well as 
challenges in terms of resource management and venue, Craft utilised Collins Place as a central 

hub for the Festival. A Collins Place Pop Up Store and gallery were installed to a new daily 
audience of 28,000 visitors to the space. Key Festival events — Craft and Design as a Career, the 

Window Walk Project, and Craft Market — were revamped in response to audience and 
participant feedback, providing more points of engagement for a larger audience. 

Craft Cubed Festival was a 
wonderful opportunity to 
discover new artists and 
crafts in our community. 
Through my project I met 
local and international artists 
and collaborated on unique 
works with them. Overall it 
was creatively challenging, 
fun and inspiring.  
— quote from participant in 
our post program Craft 
Cubed survey

In its 8th year, under the theme Crafting Communities, our annual 
festival of the handmade, supported by the City of Melbourne, 

continued to present the biggest coming together of the craft and 
design in Australia.  

This year’s Craft 
Cubed was 

absolutely incredible 
and bigger and 
better than ever 

before. The focus on 
community was 

especially exciting 
and resulted in 

many collaborative 
and interactive 

projects that actively 
engaged the 

broader public —
anon. participant. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF EXHIBITIONS 28 

TOTAL NUMBER OF WORKSHOPS 24 

TOTAL NUMBER OF OPEN STUDIOS 6 

TOTAL NUMBER OF ONLINE PROJECTS 9 

TOTAL NUMBER OF SPECIAL EVENTS 34 

TOTAL NUMBER OF ARTISTS ENGAGED 653

Image — Craft Conversations featured as part of the 2017 Craft Cubed: The Décologist

Image — Craft Window Walk: RMIT Ceramic and Gold and 
Silversmithing  Students at Creative Spaces with Around the 
Table. 

TOTAL AUDIENCE CRAFT EVENTS 360,576
SATELLITE PROGRAM 19,877
TOTAL NUMBER OF EVENTS 101



CRAFT AND DESIGN AS A CAREER

Held annually as part of the Festival, Craft and Design as a Career (CDC) presents an extensive 
symposium on contemporary craft and design practice. Held over two days at venue 1000 Pound 

Bend in the heart of the city, CDC hosted an expanded program of international and national 
speakers. 

Tickets were offered as single session, single day and full conference to deliver flexibility to a 
broad audience. The event featured presentations focused on sustainable work practices, social 

justice, collaborative projects and environmental responsibility, with more opportunities for 
attendees to engage with both peers and professionals. We also introduced specialist advice 
clinics, installations and activities (including a craft reading room, zine stall, parent and baby 

space and conference goodie bag) as part of this year’s program. 

Speakers: Anna Ross (Kester Black) Nathan Jurevicius (artist - Canada) Rayna Fahey (Radical 
Cross Stitch), Lucy Simpson (Contemporary Aboriginal Art and Design) Olivia Poloni (Curator), 

Mae Finlayson (Textile Artist and Academic), Cath Hope (Douglas and Hope), Tim Ross 
(Modernister, Man about the House) Maryann Talia Pau (artist, One Million Stars Against Violence 

Project), Penny Modra (The Good Copy)

Image — Artist and Designer Nathan Jurevicious 
speaking at CDC, Credit Craft.  

Image — CDC Speaker Tim Ross, credit Tim Ross. Image — Festival Manager Gemma Jones speaking with Anna Ross at CDC, Credit Craft

A very fulfilling weekend. I 
left not only feeling more 
aware of what business 
initiatives I want to try next 
but feeling so much more 
connected with the creative 
community. — quote from 
anonymous participant

Image — CDC Speaker Anna Ross, Credit 
Anna Ross



Image — Craft and Design as a Career 
2017, 1000 Pound Bend, photographed by 

Diesel Chang 



LEADING CRAFT CASE STUDY:  
CRAFT COLLABORATIONS, WAUP X 

VERNER 

In March of 2017, Craft released the first look at fashion 
collaboration between award-winning Gunditjmara and Torres 

Strait Islander artist Lisa Waup, Designer Ingrid Verner, and 
Craft’s Retail and Business Development Manager, Sarah 

Weston. Looking at the cutting edge of contemporary fashion 
and street wear, the collaboration marked a significant moment in 

the careers of both artists. The development of this project was 
supported by Creative Victoria and showcased as part of the 

Virgin Australia Melbourne Fashion Festival, Global Indigenous 
Runway, and NGV Design Week.  

The full collection was released in November and embodied 
Waup’s graphic visual and woven artwork - exploring themes of 
connection, identity, and country. Four original works by Waup - 

Homeward Boundaries, Land Mapping, Family Circles and 
Protection — were used to develop the series. Their strong 

tradition of language and symbolism and graphic lifework was 
paired with colours drawn from Lisa’s practice the Australian 

landscape.    

This limited edition collaboration has now been sold both in 
Australia and overseas and has been met with a hugely positive 

audience response, selling out in stores across Australia and 
featured across media and institutions.  

Image: Lisa Waup x Verner and Craft,  
Homeward Boundaries Jumpsuit. 
Photograph by Phebe Schmidt. Model 
@Ty_Why

LISA WAUP  X VERNER 



LISA WAUP X VERNER X 
CRAFT

Image — Models wearing the collection on the Global Indigenous Runway at the Virgin Australia 
Melbourne Fashion Festival

Image — Artist Lisa Waup preparing the 
garments for the models at Global Indigenous 
Runway

Images — Above Model Cassie 
Puruntatameri wearing the collection, 
photographs courtesy of Verner.



CRAFT AND BALUK ARTS

Supported by Creative Victoria, Craft and 
Aboriginal-led arts organisation Baluk Arts 

collaborated on a week-long workshop program 
with Melbourne based ceramicist Ingrid Tufts. 
Working with  Baluk artists — Amanda Meric, 

Beverley Meldrum, Debbie Clifford, Kirsty Bell, 
Gillian Garvie, Matthew Pringle-Delaney, Lisa 

Waup, Kaiit Waup and Tallara Gray — Craft and 
Ingrid explored ceramic hand building and story 
telling through the vessel. Each artist worked to 
develop both hand built and pre-wheel thrown 

forms over the course of a week, drawing on 
significant connections to Country, family and 

identity. 

The resulting ten wheel thrown vessels were 
exhibited in Craft’s 24/7 Window Space as part 

of 2017’s Nite Art and formed the last window 
exhibition at 31 Flinders Lane. For many of the 

artists, it was their first time working with clay 
and glazes and an important outcome of the 

exhibition was supporting Baluk’s ongoing 
interest and engagement with clay as another 

medium for their artists to explore.    

Image — Left. Artist Tallara Gray working on her vessel at 
Baluk Arts. Right. Completed Vessel after firing. Image — Vessel by Amanda 

Meric
Image — Vessel by Kaiit Waup

Image — Vessel by Lisa WaupImage — Vessel byTallara Gray



AIMS: To grow Craft’s financial sustainability through the 
efficient delivery of a comprehensive range of services, 

increasing the contribution that the arts and cultural sector 
makes to Victoria's economy. 

• Relocation 
CRAFT’S RELOCATION 

NEW HOME 

• Fundraising and Development 
FUNDRAISING DINNER 

THE FOUNDATION  

• Retail and Business Development 
FINANCIAL RESULTS 

POP UP AT COLLINS PLACE  
CRAFT COLLABORATIONS AND EVENTS    

• Financial Results 
FINANCIAL RESULTS 
DIRECTORS REPORT  

2Thrive 
rather than 

survive

THEMES 
GOALS
COMMITTMENTS



27 November  
The official opening of Craft’s 
new home by the Honourable 

Linda Dessau AC Governor 
and the Honourable Minister 

Martin Foley.  

4 August - 25 September  
Craft’s offices, store and 
exhibition space relocate to 
Collins Place and the Pop Up 
store opens to a new audience 
within the centre.  

26 August  
Craft opens Linda Hughes’ 
exhibition, Striped Inference in 
the Collins Place Gallery and 
Bianca Mavrick’s Memory + 
Assembly in its Pop Up Store.

8 July  
Closing on the 8th of July, the 
Victorian Craft Awards were held 
across three venues — Sofitel 
Melbourne On Collins, Collins Place 
Gallery and marked the last 
exhibition in Gallery One on 31 
Flinders Lane. Craft’s retail and 
window exhibition spaces remain 
open.  

July 24 - 9 August 
The last day of trading is held on the 
26th of July. Taking three days to 
pack the store, staff are ready to 
reopen in Collins Place with a Pop 
Up Store on 3 August.

19 July 
The contract is signed for 
Craft’s new home in Watson 
Place and building 
commences. Craft begins 
to deinstall its offices, 
library and archive.

CRAFT’S RELOCATION 

5 October  
After closing its Pop Up 

Store on the 25th of 
September, Craft opens 

the doors to its new home 
in Watson Place. 

12  October 
The opening for 

exhibitions Future 
Artefacts in Gallery One 
and Oh My Goddess in 

Gallery Two 

Craft’s relocation took place between the months of July and October, 2017. Leaving 31 Flinders Lane towards the end of July, the organisation 
temporarily moved into Collins Place for two months while we waited for Watson Place to be finished. 



In October of 2017, Craft moved into its new home on 
Watson Place. Designed by award winning architect 

Karen Abernethy and shortlisted for the Australian Interior 
Design Awards, Craft’s new space features a backlit 
Atrium, library and public programs space, multiple 

galleries, a store, offices and storage. 

 It was imperative from the outset that Craft’s new home considered 
first and foremost the makers, the most important component of the 
organisation’s membership. Consequently, the design and detail of 

the fitout is paired back and minimal to ensure that the protagonists 
of the space are the artists and their work — Architect, Karen 

Abernethy 



CRAFT’S NEW HOME

Image — Tatjana Plitt, Craft’s new 
home (shown here in Gallery 

One, Future Artefacts exhibition.)



CRAFT’S NEW HOME



THE
MALT 
DISTRICT

FUNDRAISING AND MEMBERSHIP

• Craft established a Foundation in early 2017, whose 
members act as ambassadors for Craft, supporting the 

organisation through their networks and providing 
invaluable assistance with fundraising events.  

• A significant achievement for the year was Craft’s Annual 
Fundraising Dinner. The most ambitious Fundraising Event 

held in the organisation’s history, over 230 people 
attended the dinner with over $125,000 raised to go 

towards the organisation’s programming and relocation. 
Many of Craft’s members generously donated artworks for 

the event and a number of new sponsors and 
ambassadors engaged with the organisation, providing 

the opportunity to introduce a new audience to Craft and 
its programming. 

• Craft’s Membership Program continued to 
grow, and was further enriched through the introduction of a 

Craft Lover’s membership and lowering the concession rate to 
improve accessibility to students and concession card 

holders.

Image — Craft’s Fundraising Dinner 
2017, Sofitel Melbourne On Collins. 
Photograph by Fiona Hamilton



THE
MALT 
DISTRICT

The goals of Craft’s Retail and Business Development Division are 
many. Its commercial successes support the growth of the 

organisation and its audience. In celebrating and showcasing the 
work of Australian craftspeople through its stores and Pop Ups, 
Craft’s retail operations promote innovative Australian craft and 

design to local, national and international audiences, and contribute 
to the income of over 190 artists and collectives.  

Its dedicated team of Front of House Officers support the 
organisation, its exhibitions, programming and retail operations, 
informing and educating visitors to the space not only about the 

organisation’s history but also the narratives of the craftspeople it 
represents.  

The mentoring opportunities provided to both stockists of Craft and 
extended to its wider membership through one-on-one professional 

mentoring, continue to play an important role in Craft’s commitment to 
excellence.  

In 2017, our retail and business development department continued 
its growth achieving over $517,000 in gross sales across the year, a 

significant result while staff managed multiple relocations and 
planned and opened Craft’s new retail store and gallery in Watson 

Place. 

 

Retail and Business Development

Image — Craft Catalogue, Lauren Bamford 
and Stephanie Stamatis
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Retail and Business Development

Craft Catalogue, Lauren Bamford and 
Stephanient Stamtis

2017 also saw the department collaborate across industry, 
working closely with Creative Victoria through its Aboriginal 

Commissions Program. Beginning in 2015, this program sees 
Craft commissioning and developing ongoing products with 

Victorian Aboriginal Artists who include Josh Muir (Yorta Yorta-
Gunditjmara), Peter Waples-Crowe (Ngarigo), Emma Bamblett, 
Donna Blackall (Yorta Yorta) and Wadawurrung Elder Marlene 

Gilson.  

Craft celebrated the release of Craft’s contemporary Indigenous 
Fashion collaboration with Gunditjmara and Torres Strait Islander 

artist Lisa Waup and designer Ingrid Verner at the Global 
Indigenous Runway, with its resulting Waup x Verner collection 

released as part of the Virgin Australia Melbourne Fashion 
Festival, and Melbourne Design Week. 

We collaborated and partnered local craftspeople with local 
industry, including the award-winning distillery Starward Whisky, 

Cumulus Inc. and floral Studio Cecilia Fox.  

Products from Craft’s commission series were retailed through 
ACCA, Gallery of South Australia and Cumulus Inc and we 

supported the industry by creating unique Victorian Government 
and the City of Melbourne in creating specific gifts for visiting 

ministers and product lines. 

Through its curatorial program in Gallery Two, the Window Walk 
Project  was presented as part of Craft Cubed showcasing over 

35 artists across 18 venues in the CBD, including Hub Furniture, 
Aesop and Alpha 60.Image — Craft Catalogue, Lauren Bamford and 

Stephanie Stamatis



CRAFT CATALOGUE
Image — Lauren Bamford and Stephanie Stamatis

Craft’s Retail Catalogue is released in November/
December of each year and looks at living with and 

contextualising contemporary craft and design. This 
year’s iteration celebrated Craft’s new home and new 

neighbours, Supernormal.  

Photographed in Supernormal and Watson Place, 
2017’s catalogue presented the work of over 80 

craftspeople and provided consumers with direct 
links to collect works on Craft’s online store.



Your directors present their report on the 
company for the financial year ended 31 

December 2017.  

Directors 
The names of the directors who held office during the year 

and up to date of this report are: 

Robert Camm               Appointed 22 July 2012             
Katrina Raymond          Appointed 1 February 2017 

Marita Madden               Appointed 12 April 2017  
Lousje Skala          Appointed 5 February 2015         

Resigned December 5 2017 
Jane Sawyer         Appointed 6 February 2014         

Resigned February 1, 2017 
Clive Scott           Appointed 6 February 2014 
Lou Weis          Appointed 15 February 2016 

Resigned March 7 2017  
Frances Wheelahan       Appointed 17 December 2014    

Principal Activity
The principal activity of the company during 
the financial year was to enhance the public 
profile of contemporary craft and design in 
Victoria. No significant changes in the nature 
of the company’s activity occurred during the 
financial year.  

Operating Results
The profit recorded by the 
company for the financial year 
amounted 52,010 (2016 19,557).

Dividends
The company is prohibited by its Constitution 
from the payment of dividends. 

Review of Operations
Funds generated in 2017 were spent on 
exhibiting contemporary craft and promoting 
craft practice through events, exhibitions, 
publications and online services for members 
the general public.  The company continued to 
receive federal, state and local government 
grants for its core operations and also earned 
significant levels of income from retail and 
exhibition sales.  Project funding from state and 
local government and corporate sponsors, also 
enabled special projects to take place.  

Significant Changes to State of Affairs
No significant changes in the company’s state of 
affairs during the financial year 

After Balance Date Events
No other matters or circumstances have arisen 
since the end of the financial year which 
significantly affected or may significantly affect 
the operations of the company, the results of 
those operations, or the state of affairs of the 
company in future financial years.   

Future Developments
The company expects to maintain the present 
status and level of operations. 

Environmental Issues
The company’s operations are not regulated by 
any significant environmental regulation under a 
law of the Commonwealth or of a state or 
territory.

DIRECTORS REPORT

Image: Gabbee Stolp, 2017 Victorian Craft 
Awards Finalist Untitled (Animal Relics) 
galalith (milk plastic), brass, stingray skin, gold 
leaf



Lousje Skala (Chair) 

Lousje holds a Master’s Degree in Visual Art and 
a Master’s Degree in Fine Art, both from Monash 
University, and undergraduate qualifications in 
Art and Design from RMIT University. 

Holding a 20-year corporate career in marketing, 
advertising and public relations, she was 
Director of Marketing Services for De Beers 
Consolidated Mines in Australia and General 
Manager, Marketing Services for Angus & Coote 
Holdings. Previously she held executive 
positions at J. Walter Thompson and the 
Victorian Gas & Fuel Corporation. 

Today Lousje is a practicing Contemporary Art 
Jeweller. She exhibits both nationally and 
internationally. Her works have been acquired by 
important art institutions and private collectors 
both locally and abroad. She currently has works 
on show at the Power House Museum Sydney 
and the Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris. In 
2013, she was selected by the National Gallery 
of Victoria to exhibit in Melbourne NOW. 

Lousje also undertakes substantial philanthropic 
work, predominantly in the arts and medical 
research. In 2002, she established the Australian 
Centre for Contemporary Art (ACCA) Foundation 
and was its Patron for several years. She is a 
Member of the Walter & Eliza Hall Institute of 
Medical Research. Lousje is an International 
Member of the Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris.  

Ms Skala resigned on December 5, 2017.

Rob Camm (Acting Co-Chair, Secretary) 

Rob is an experienced management 
consultant who works with a broad range of 
clients to help them deliver public value. He 
holds a Bachelor of Commerce, a Graduate 
Diploma in Business Systems and is a 
qualified CPA. 

Rob has a keen eye and a reputation for 
achieving exceptional outcomes with limited 
resources. With a strong background in 
financial management, Rob ensures each 
project delivers maximum public value with the 
available funds and benefits as many people 
in the community as possible. 

Rob has over 25 years’ experience in the 
public and private sectors and has performed 
key roles in the management and evaluation of 
major procurement activities, including public 
private partnership arrangements. Rob’s 
diverse experience includes specialist roles in 
project management, business analysis, 
financial modelling, budget formulation and 
financial management. This broad knowledge 
base is supported by commercial experience 
in a broad range of projects across the health, 
justice, emergency management, utilities and 
education sectors.

Frances Wheelahan (Acting Co-Chair) 

Fran is a passionate supporter of arts and 
culture in Melbourne.  A partner at law firm 
Corrs Chambers Westgarth, she has advised 
clients for over 15 years on a broad range of 
intellectual property and technology matters. 
She regularly advises on legal issues related 
to creative works.  Fran is a former volunteer 
lawyer at the Arts Law Centre of Australia and 
the St Kilda Community Legal Service.  Fran is 
also a former director and Deputy Chair of 
Next Wave Festival Inc.

DIRECTOR PROFILES

Clive Scott 

Clive Scott is the Sofitel Melbourne On 
Collins General Manager. Clive worked in 
the hotel industry for more than 35 years, 
starting his 5 star hotel career at the Hilton 
on the Park in Melbourne while studying at 
Melbourne University. He has a Diploma in 
Hotel Management and a Degree in 
Economics and worked for the Hilton Hotels 
for 21 years and AccorHotels for 21 years. 

Clive has also spent time as the General 
Manager, Human Resources, for the Accor 
hotels having managed the Novotel Twin 
Waters Resort, Novotel and Hotel Ibis, 
Sydney Olympic Park, Western Sydney 
Hotels Accor, and the Sofitel Sydney 
Wentworth. In 2005, Clive returned to his 
home town, Melbourne, and has been at the 
Sofitel for 11 years.  Clive is actively involved 
in the business and arts community and is 
the Chairman of the Georges Mora 
Fellowship, Board Member of the Melbourne 
Prize Foundation and the Oceania 
Foundation.

Image Credit: Troy Emery, Red Devil,  donation 
by the artist to Craft’s 2017 Fundraising Dinner 



Jane Sawyer 
Jane is a contemporary ceramic artist and 

educationist. She holds a Masters degree in 
Fine Art (Ceramics, RMIT University) following 

undergraduate qualifications in education and is 
the founding director of Slow Clay Centre, 

Melbourne (2012 - present) 

An active contributor to ceramics culture in 
Australia, Jane brings her passion and 

commitment to Slow Clay Centre where her 
direction and management of many practitioner-

teachers and guest artists come together to 
offer a rich educational experience for emerging 

practitioners.  Her strong ties to Japan, which 
were established through a traditional training 

experience in the 1980’s, continue to inform her 
teaching and exhibiting practice. Her work has 
been selected for significant award exhibitions 

and is held in collections in Australia and Japan. 
She exhibits nationally and internationally, with 

over ninety invitational and ten solo exhibitions. 

She became a member of Craft Victoria in 1990 
and her passion for the organisation continued 

to grow through her first solo exhibition in 2002. 
She joined the board in 2014 and her desire is 

to see Craft Victoria continue to develop and 
flourish as the peak support organisation for 

practising craft artists.  Jane is a founding 
member of the revived World Crafts Council – 

Australia is a member of the International 
Academy of Ceramics, Geneva. 

Ms Sawyer resigned at the February 1, 2017 
Board meeting. 

Marita Madden 
Marita Madden is an international retail 

consultant with thirty-six years’ experience in all 
areas of the retail environment. A leader in her 

field, she has cultivated a formidable worldwide 
network across all sectors of the industry, and is 

a specialist in the provision of services to the 
cultural, tourism and sporting industries. 

Marita has worked with a range of distinguished 
cultural institutions throughout her career and 

established Marita Madden Merchandise, a New 
York City based bespoke giftware company that 

specialized in high-end, Australian made, 
design, wood, glass, textiles and jewellery 

products for the American market. As head of 
retail operations at Museum Victoria, Arts Centre 

Melbourne and Sunday Market, and National 
Gallery of Victoria, Marita was involved in the 
development of commercial projects from the 

planning stage.  

Today, Marita assists clients with research and 
product development and actively pursues her 

passion for ART in all its forms, as well as 
volunteer work as a guide at The Shrine of 

Remembrance Melbourne. 

Ms Madden joined the Board for the April 18, 
2017 Board meeting. 

Lou Weis 
Lou holds a BA (English Literature), University of 

Melbourne and Grad Dip Screen Business AFTRS. 

Lou Weis is the creative director of Broached 
Commissions. Launched in late 2011 to 

international acclaim the company has gone on to 
produce collections for Hotel Hotel, Molonglo 

Group, the first ever design show at the UCCA 
Beijing and works for various residential clients. 

Lou is regularly engaged by companies and 
organisations to work on core creative strategy. In 

the last year Lou has worked with Elenberg Fraser, 
misschu, Ramus, Platform Strategy Asia and 

Molonglo Group.  

Mr Weis resigned at the March 7, 2017 Board 
meeting.

Meetings of Directors Meetings eligible to 
attend  

Number of meetings 
attended

Lousje Skala    7 5
Robert Camm 7 6
Frances Wheelahan 7 7
Katrina Raymond 7 6
Marita Madden  5 4
Jane Sawyer  1 0
Clive Scott 7 7
Lou Weis 2 1

DIRECTOR PROFILES

Tessa Blazey, Barbarella ring, 2017 Victorian 
Craft Awards Finalist



THE CRAFTS COUNCIL OF VICTORIA LIMITED

ABN 67 725 940

Indemnifying Officers or Auditor 

The company has not, during or since the financial year, in respect of any person who is or has been an officer or auditor of the company, or a related body 
corporate, indemnified or made any relevant agreement for indemnifying against a liability incurred as an officer or auditor, including costs and expenses in 

successfully defending legal proceedings.  

During the financial year, the company has paid a premium and related stamp duty of $1,210 to insurers covering liabilities for costs and expenses incurred 
by them in defending any legal proceedings arising out of conduct of persons while acting as a director or officer of the company, other than conduct 

involving a wilful breach of duty in relation to the company.  

Auditor’s Independence Declaration 

The auditor’s independence declaration for the year 31 December 2017 has been received and can be found within the attached Director’s Report. 

Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors.    

  

  

_________________________________      __________________________ 

                                                                                     Robert Camm, Director                            Marita Madden, Director 

  

Dated April 23rd, 2018 

 



Towards the end of 2017, our priority was to invest in staff and 
professionalise the workforce, creating more permanent full time 

roles to ensure continuity and effectiveness in delivering our 
services. 

Our aim is for a craft sector that is sustainable, resilient and 
innovative. To ensure we can effectively lead, support and develop 

the sector, our effectiveness is an on-going priority.  

As we grow, we seek to maximise our efficiency and engagement 
to increase the impact that we are able to make within our 

community and beyond. 

Craft Victoria aims to contribute to the development and promotion 
of a thriving Victorian arts and cultural sector by bringing together 

a vibrant and sustainable contemporary craft and design 
community, locally and globally, which supports, promotes and 

celebrates all craft practitioners. 

RESILIENCE

Image — Victorian Craft Awards, 
photograph by Fiona Hamilton



AIMS: To be an epicentre that supports the sector. Growing 
and diversifying Victorian audiences and deepening their 

engagement with arts and cultural experiences.

• Craft’s New Home  

• Regional Touring Program 
MAYORAL CHAIN 
CRAFT FORWARD 

• Commissions and Industry 

• Working with Industry 

• Marketing and Media 
  

• Support   

3Craft 
Sustainability
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Craft’s new home affords the organisation exciting new 
opportunities. It’s flexible layout and multiple galleries 

allows us to adapt the space to suit our changing needs 
and programming. 

  One of the significant features of Craft’s new home is its  
open library and public programs space. Located towards 

the end of Gallery One, Craft’s library holds periodicals and 
publications collected across the organisation’s 48 year 

history. This collection includes some of the earliest Craft 
Victoria publications and includes books on craft technique 

and material. The library is now available both to its 
members and the general public to research and learn 

about the history and legacy of craft in Australia. 

A flexible space, Craft’s Library can also be used for events 
and public programs, from Craft’s professional 

development seminars and workshops, to events and artist 
in residency programs. 

The new retail and gallery spaces continue this 
adaptability, featuring flexible walls which can be 

configured to accomodate a diversity of curatorial 
programming. 

NEW SPACE, NEW 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Craft’s new library, 2017 Craft Catalogue photograph Lauren 
Bamford and Stephanie Stamatis



TOURING EXHIBITIONS PROGRAM

Inspired by the craftsmanship and legacy integral to the Mayoral Chain, this 
regional touring exhibition unpacked traditional ways of making and traditional 
ceremonies within contemporary society. Historically town metalsmiths and the 
use of precious materials (such as gold) were commonplace in the production 

of ceremonial objects, today however jewellers use a larger array of materials to 
create objects that are embedded with symbols and ideas that reflect civic and 

personal pride.  

The Mayoral Chain is one of the last great ornate pieces of civic ceremonial 
costume that conveys many layers of history, status and community pride. 
Mayoral Chain, the exhibition, discusses the ways in which contemporary 

society has morphed the traditions of ceremonial jewellery into contemporary 
adornments. 

Artists: Alexi Freeman and Tessa Blazey, Anna Davern, Anna Varendorff, Claire 
McArdle, Kate Rohde, Marcos Guzman, Maree Clarke, Pennie Jagiello and 

Roseanne Bartley. 

22 April – 11 June 2017  
Horsham Regional Gallery, Horsham 

9 July – 27 August 2017  
Buda House, Castlemaine

8 June - 27 August 2018  
Macedon Ranges Shire Council, Kyneton Town Hall 

Image — City of Melbourne, 
Mayoral Chain



CRAFT FORWARD TOURING 
PROGRAM 

Presenting a touring program which sees Craft commissioning four 
leading Victorian craftspeople — Vipoo Srivilasa, Sarah CrowEST, Maree 

Clarke and Lisa Waup, and partnering them with a regional gallery — 
Craft Forward sees us reaching new audiences and strengthening 

awareness of the breadth and depth of contemporary craft today. This 
touring program will continue to develop regional partnerships, 

collaborations and community ties. 

Each artist will work to develop a new body of work in response to a work 
previously acquired by a regional gallery, exhibiting both acquired and 

new bodies of work together in solo and group exhibitions. In 2019, these 
works will return to Craft Victoria for a group exhibition featuring 

commissioned and acquired works in Craft’s new home on Watson Place.  

31 March – 17 June, 2018 
Vipoo Srivilasa partnering with Gippsland Art Gallery 

31 March – 17 June, 2018 
Vipoo Srivilasa partnering with Gippsland Art Gallery 

28 July – 28 October, 2018 
Sarah crowEST partnering with Ararat Regional Art Gallery

2019 
Maree Clarke partnering with Mildura Regional Gallery



CRAFT  COMMISSIONS 

The second iteration of our collaboration with the 
award winning local distillery, saw Craft 
continuing its celebration of functional craft and 
design.  

Four craftspeople, Dan Bowran, Andrei Davidoff, 
Holly Grace and Tara Shackell were invited to 
create their take on a traditional whisky glass, 
culminating in a tasting event and the limited 
edition series of vessels released instore and 
online. 

For many of the makers participating, these 
limited edition glasses sell out within weeks of 
their release. A testament to the interest and 
appetite for handmade objects which speak to a 
profound material connection and considered 
development of form and function. 

The Craft Retail event series, looks at 
encouraging both the creation of new works by 
local makers, growing our audience as well as 
fostering connections between craftspeople and 
local industry. 2018, will see the expansion of the 
program with more events and limited edition 
series released through Craft’s online and 
physical retail spaces. 

Andrei Davidoff, Gas reduction stoneware 
and gold lustre

Dan Bowran, Blown and hand ground 
glassware

As part of Craft’s Aboriginal Commissioning 
program we released Dingo Spirit, designed by 

Ngarigo artist Peter Waples-Crowe in 
collaboration with local ceramicists Ingrid Tufts 

and Katie Jacobs. The work is inspired by Peter’s 
love of the Victorian Alpine Dingo and its 

significance cross culturally as both a wild dog 
and an endangered species.  

Peter Waples-Crowe is an awarding winning 
artist whose visual and performance practices 

play in the intersection of identity, race and 
culture. Influenced by his Ngarigo heritage, his 

practice explores the areas of dislocation, 
globalisation, popular culture, spirituality, sub-

cultures and Indigeneity.  

Dingo Spirit carries a Koorie shield design on its 
back to represent protection. An offering to the 
ancestors and a reflection of our contemporary 
culture. I hope you enjoy its blessings. — Peter 

Waples-Crowe (Ngarigo) 

An artist series of Dingo Spirit created by Peter 
and Ingrid Tufts will be exhibited at the Koorie 

Heritage Trust in 2018.  

Case Study: Craft x Starward Whisky Project Case Study: Dingo Spirit, Craft x Peter Waples-
Crowe

Artist Peter Waples-Crowe working on the Artist 
Editions of Dingo Spirit.

Dingo Spirit released at Craft Victoria. Image, Ingrid 
Tufts.  



SOCIAL MEDIA STATISTICS

46,270 instagram followers —  +10,678 from Dec 2016 

15,262 facebook followers — +1,049 from Dec 2016 

4,718 twitter followers — + 4,714 from Dec 2016 

Craft’s website and store performed strongly with 105,000 visits in 2017



MEDIA AND PUBLICATIONS

Future Artefacts  
Catalogue 
(Printed) 

Craft 2017/2018 
Retail Catalogue 
(Digital)

Fundraising Dinner 
Catalogue 
(Printed)

Fresh! Catalogue 
Printed and Digital 

Kate Rohde, 
Luminous Realms 
Printed 

+ 35 interviews with craftspeople 
released in 2017 via Craft TV, Craft 
Cubed and more.  

Craft Cubed 
Festival Guide 
Printed and Digital

DIGITAL AND PRINT 
Art Guide Australia January 2017, Kate Rohde Luminous Realms 

ArtKollectiv January 2017, Kate Rohde, Luminous Realms   
ID Magazine March 2017 Lisa Waup x Verner x Craft 

Concrete Playground April 2017, Emerging Makers and Curator Showcase, Slice of Life 
Exhibition Review 

Melbourne Art Network April 2017, Open Applications, Victorian Craft Awards  
Frankie Magazine Blog May 2017, Interview with Bec Smith, Fresh Exhibition 2017 

Broadsheet article, June 2017, Victorian Craft Awards 
Design Files, October 2017, feature article about Crafts’ new premises 

Time Out, November 2017 featuring Crafts’ new premises 
Art Guide Australia, Tracey Clement, November 2017, Crafts’ new premises article 

ArchitectureAU article, November 2017, Crafts’ new premises 
Review of Oh My Goddess, November 2017, City Paper 

TV
The Home Channel, Channel 7 Interview with Kate Rohde 

2017 PUBLICATIONS



Jane Smith, Acting CEO   

Curatorial 

Chloe Powell appointed on December 19 
as Curator & Exhibitions Manager (started 

February 4, 2018)   

Eliza Tiernan, Project Support — 
Exhibitions and Marketing  

Programming 

Gemma Jones, Public Programs Manager  

Administration

Trevor Prabhakaran, Finance Officer   

Lee Dewar, Administration and 
Membership Services Officer  

 

 Retail and Business Development

Sarah Weston, Retail and Business 
Development Manager 

Customer Service Officers 

Louise Meuwissen  
Kate Meakin 

Kiloran Hiscock 
Hannah Gartside 

Janita Foley 
Georgia 

CRAFT STAFF 

Craft thanks its generous volunteers for 
supporting the organisation’s programming 
and vision. 

Amelia Dowling 
Beth Keough 
Tanchanok Vacharussiriyuth (Bowie) 
Brianna Wall 
Olivia Hutchinson 
Carly Altree-Williams 
Coleen Moses 
Cym Reeves 
Diesel Kang 
Ellie Jamonts 
Haley Ball 
Jacqui Burnes 
Jeness Ray 
Laura Baker 
Maria Albert Thanaraj 
Melanie Channel 
Melinda Karabogias 
Milica Milunović 
Olivia Hutchinson 
Rosie Vallis 
Annette Wagner 

Communications
Viktoria Laux appointed 

December 23, Marketing and 
Partnerships Manager, 

commenced January 25, 2018

Sammeneh Poursh 
Sarah Biron 
Sarra Twycross-smith  
Sophia Cai 
Stephanie Rose 
Tamara Karhina 
Tanush Kulkarni 
Weijing Liu 
Zoe Blow

Image — Jeweller, Tae Schmeisser, Coq of the Walk, Coq of the Walk



SUPPORT FOR CRAFT’S FUNDRAISING DINNER 

The success of Craft’s Fundraising Dinner would not have been possible, if not 
the generous support of donating artists and sponsors, included here —

Major Partners

We would also like to thank and acknowledge donating artists Leah 
Jackson, Anthony Kleine, Sophie Moran, Adriana Christianson, Cone 
11, Sarah Weston, Ingrid Tufts, Bridget Bodenham, Yoko Ozawa, 
Wendy Jagger, Helen and Shane Walsh, Wingnut and Co, Tessy King, 
Dianne Collins, Lene Kuhl Jackobsen, Chela Edmunds, John Brooks, 
Alterfact, Louiseann King, Christopher Plumridge, Alison Frith, Andrei 
Davidoff, Tara Shackell, Valerie Restarick, Anna Varendorff, Sarah 
Schembri, Kate Jones, Terunobu Hirata, Sunggee Min, Beck Jobson, 
Bianca Mavrick and Vanessa Lucas.



SUPPORT
Craft receives core funding from the State Government through 
Creative Victoria and is federally funded through the Australia Council 
of the Arts. Our Craft Cubed Festival is funded by the City of 
Melbourne and our Exhibition Touring Program is funded by NETS 
Victoria.  

We thank the Honourable Martin Foley MP, Minister for Creative 
Industries, the Honourable Linda Dessau AC Governor of Victoria, the 
Australia Council for the Arts and the City of Melbourne for their 
ongoing enthusiasm and support.  

We also acknowledge the donors for the 
Victorian Craft Awards 

Creative Victoria  
Family of Lynne Kosky 

The Bowness Family Foundation 
Lousje Skala 

We acknowledge the donors for Craft’s 
2017 Fundraising Dinner 

Creative Victoria  
Family of Lynne Kosky 

The Bowness Family Foundation 
Lousje Skala 

Government Supporters

Major Partners 

We acknowledge the donors for Craft’s 
Fresh! Program 
Pieces of Eight  

Frankie 
Future Leaders  

Sofitel Melbourne On Collins  

Craft would also like to extend its 
sincerest thanks to AMP Capital, who 
provided a home for the organisation  

within its Collins Place tenancy while we 
waited for Watson Place to be completed. 

Our architect Karen Abernethy for her     
dedication and vision and to building 

group Ficus Constructions. 

Craft’s 2017 Annual Report was prepared and designed by Sarah Weston 

Image — Sim Luttin, Moment #3, Victorian Craft Awards, 2017 


